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TO BRING SOLAR ENERGY
TO EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE
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VISION

Never in modern history has it been more

important to develop clean, renewable, alternative energy sources. Consider
this: enough energy comes from the sun in one hour to power the global
population for a year. But despite the fact that solar energy is so plentiful
and powerful – after all, it has traveled 150 million kilometers to reach
the earth – it has not been able to penetrate the global energy market!
We are committed to helping change that paradigm, collaborating with
our customers, universities and industry associations. We’re taking the
lead in delivering innovative material solutions to the photovoltaic (PV),
solar concentrator and thermal collector industries to help our customers
arrive at grid parity. Making solar energy economically competitive with
traditional energy sources is a corporate priority for Dow Corning,
directly linked to our commitment to sustainability.
That’s why we’ve made a significant strategic
investment in the growth of solar energy, by
developing innovative material solutions
across the value chain. From breakthrough
silicon feedstocks to high-performance
encapsulant solutions to new application
centers for customer collaboration, we’re
introducing materials and resources to help
our customers succeed. We’ve also made
a multi-billion- dollar investment in
polycrystalline silicon capacity through
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Hemlock Semiconductor (HSC), a
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Dow Corning majority-owned joint venture.
We believe that the power of silicon chemistry can play a key role in bringing
solar energy to everyone, everywhere. This is our vision for addressing a
critical world need and delivering strong business value as we advance our
customers’ success. It is the opportunity of a lifetime, to be working the
front lines of making solar energy a competitive alternative – and we are
committed to realizing that vision.

“

Making solar energy
economically competitive
with traditional energy
sources is a corporate
priority for Dow Corning,
directly linked to our
commitment to sustainability.”
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FROM SAND TO SUN

We understand that if solar energy is to become a viable alternative to traditional energy
sources, it must reach grid parity. As a result, the solutions we provide help our customers
reduce the cost of kilowatt-hours. Our solutions also address other critical industry
needs such as increasing the availability of feedstocks and improving the durability and
performance of photovoltaic modules and thermal and PV concentrators. At the same
time, your needs are unique, so we offer you more options for differentiating your
products across the value chain.

THE SILICON AND SILICONE ADVANTAGE
Since its formation in 1943, Dow Corning has dedicated its resources
to bringing the benefits of silicon chemistry to customers worldwide.
We are one of the only companies focused on developing and
commercializing silicon-based materials, with full integration from
the depths of the quartz mine to state-of-the art R&D facilities to the
production of silicon-based products. This offers customers the
advantage of more options and stronger solutions.
Silicon metal and silanes have long been the backbone of the semiconductor
industry. But silicones as polymers also have unique properties of
tremendous value to the solar industry. For example, silicon and silicones
have no match when it comes to providing solar devices with protection
against extreme conditions. We are leveraging our expertise in silicon
chemistry, built over decades, to developing a full range of products that
address the needs of the solar market at every step of the value chain – and
we are one of the few companies worldwide able to offer customers this
comprehensive product and solutions portfolio.
Consider these silicon and silicone advantages:
■

Silicon is one of the most abundant elements in nature.

■

Silicones retain their integrity and performance, even under
environmental extremes, including high temperatures, corrosives,
fire and moisture.

■

Silicones are excellent materials to protect against corrosion and
overall environmental ingress.

■

Silicones maintain their performance for decades because they
are virtually unaffected by ultraviolet light or ozone.

■

Silicones do not need UV blockers, enabling you to capture more
of the solar irradiation spectrum.

■

Silicon has demonstrated its durability and performance
in semiconductors and remains the backbone of this industry.

“

Dow Corning is one of the only
companies in the world to offer
silicon-based solutions throughout
the solar value chain. At many steps
in the value chain, we are uncovering
and creating new opportunities to
deliver improved cost efficiency,
durability and performance to the
solar industry. It is very exciting to be
able to play such a role and work on
new solutions and options with
customers, associations and others
that will help the industry move towards
grid parity and beyond. All of us at
Dow Corning Solar Solutions feel
privileged to be able to contribute to
a more sustainable future.”

THE POWER OF

INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS
We tune in to the needs of the solar industry. Whether you’re producing PV modules,
solar concentrators or building-integrated PV, our goal is to help you grow through a range
of innovative material solutions across the value chain that make your products and
manufacturing processes more competitive. Here are some examples of the solutions we’ve
introduced and the benefits they offer.
■

Increasing feedstock availability. Dow Corning® PV-1101

Enhancing performance. We introduced new potting

SoG Silicon was the first commercially available feedstock

agents that deliver enhanced adhesion, improved substrate

derived from metallurgical silicon and produced from SoG

compatibility and performance under higher temperatures.

technology using large-scale manufacturing processes
dedicated to the photovoltaic industry. Now, Dow Corning
is introducing Dow Corning® PV-1201 SoG Silicon, the
next generation feedstock.
■

■

Lowering cost per kilowatt-hour. We introduced a
commercial-scale manufacturing process featuring new
silicone encapsulant materials. This new process significantly
increases the production rate and efficiency of solar panels,
effectively lowering the cost per watt of solar power.

■

Increasing productivity. Sealants play a vital role in the
performance and durability of solar cells and modules.
Dow Corning introduced high-performing sealants that
increase your productivity through faster curing. In fact,
our two-part products let you customize the cure rate.

POWER GENERATION FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
Tomorrow’s breakthroughs for our customers must begin
today. That’s why we have made a significant investment
in research and development (R&D) – to deliver the
innovations that we believe can help accelerate your journey to
grid parity. Here are some of our areas of focus that build upon
the unique optical, electrical or thermal properties of silicon
and silicone materials:
■

High-performing adhesives and sealants
• Next generation framing solutions

■

Improved optical management
• Next generation PV encapsulants
• Next generation coatings for low- to
moderate-concentration systems

■

Improved heat management
• Heat transfer fluid for concentrator applications

■

Improved electrical performance
• Dielectric and passivation coatings

Dow Corning Solar Solutions works closely with the
Dow Corning Business & Technology Incubator (B&TI)
on future solutions and megatrends in solar technology.
The B&TI is focusing on solutions that help customers
increase efficiency and reduce costs, as well as offering
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customers new form factors.
The Nellis Air Force Base is home to the largest solar panel farm in the
United States. SunPower utilized a Dow Corning sealant for the SunPower ®
solar panels, which serve a portion of the 70,000-panel array.
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COLLABORATION

We believe that the power of solar energy will shine far brighter, far faster by
working closely with our customers, with governments and universities, and
with leading organizations around the globe. Collaboration occurs in many
forums – from application centers where we collaborate with customers on
specific solutions, to industry associations where we team with leaders in the
solar field. Together, we are advancing common goals and bringing solar
energy to more people around the world.

NEW SOLUTIONS
Americas Solar Solutions Application Center. This state-of-

Meanwhile, we continue to invest in our customers’ success

the-art PV module application center enables us to collaborate

around the world through additional centers, currently in

with customers and test applications quickly on site to develop

the development stages. These include the European Solar

the new solutions they seek. The center includes:

Solutions Application Center and the Asian Solar Solutions

■

Material development and characterization laboratories

■

Manufacturing-scale pilot line for PV module assembly

■

Environmental aging and performance testing capabilities

Application Center, which will provide expertise throughout
the regions.

“

Effective
leadership also
means working
with leading
researchers in
the field.”

EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
If the solar industry is to accelerate its journey to grid parity,
then collaboration will be key. Dow Corning not only wants
to understand the industry roadmap, but also wants to play an

■

Silicon Solar Consortium (SiSoC)

■

Analytical Test Methods Task Force of SEMI’s North
American Photovoltaic Standards Committee

active role in its development and definition by bringing new
and effective material solutions. What better way than under

Effective leadership also means working with leading

the auspices of international industry associations that bring

researchers in the field. For instance, Dow Corning is

together businesses, universities, government agencies and

collaborating with a number of universities and research

others to address the full spectrum of challenges and

centers around the world.

opportunities for the solar industry.

We are also fostering future solar innovators among today’s

Our participation includes:

university students. Dow Corning helped sponsor solar car
teams from the Istanbul Technical University (ITU) in Turkey

■

European Photovoltaic Industry Association (EPIA)

■

Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA)

cars distinguished themselves in races under harsh conditions

■

North America Solar Alliance

– one in Turkey and one in the Australian Outback.

■

Solar America Initiative (SAI)

■

China Greentech Initiative

and the University of Michigan in the United States. Both

ENERGIZING OUR YOUTH
Bringing solar energy to everyone, everywhere, is not just about
new materials and technology solutions, it’s also about fostering
an interest in solar energy in our youth, who will be developing
future solutions.
■

Dow Corning Solar Solutions and Hemlock Semiconductor
(HSC) participated at the science and engineering YES! Expo
at Ford Field in Detroit, Michigan. The expo was attended by
approximately 20,000 high school students.

■

Together with the Korea Environment Education Association,
Dow Corning Korea sponsored environment and science
classes for 30 schools in Jincheon, North Choongcheong
Province. About 1,200 students participated in the class,
which featured a solar cell test and building a photovoltaicpowered car.

■

Dow Corning presented “Solar Physics” for the Detroit Area
Pre-College Engineering Program (DAPCEP), whose mission

Dr. Ethan Good in action
at the Dow Diamond in
Midland, Michigan, USA.

is to increase the number of historically underrepresented
minorities pursuing careers in science, mathematics,
engineering and technology-related fields.
■

Dow Corning Solar Solutions and HSC provided solar
education at the Going Green Night at the Dow Diamond
in Midland, Michigan.

SUSTAINABILITY IN ACTION
Dr. Ethan Good, solar silicon material development scientist,
turned the Dow Diamond in Midland, Michigan, into a physics
classroom. Aspiring scientists from Carrollton High School
joined him at the home of the Great Lakes Loons baseball team,
where the lesson centered on the 168 solar panels donated by
Dow Corning Corporation and Hemlock Semiconductor to
generate power to operate the stadium’s scoreboard.

Dow Corning is adding
solar panels to several
of its sites around the
world, including its site in
Wiesbaden, Germany.

THE POWER OF

COMMITMENT
Our commitment to sustainability, to achieving environmental, social and economic
progress, takes many forms – from making our own facilities more energy efficient to
helping communities around the world benefit from the possibilities solar energy
offers. And, of course, at the heart of our commitment to sustainability is delivering
sustainable solutions to our customers worldwide.
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GLOBAL LEADER
SERVING YOU AROUND THE WORLD
With locations and people around the world, we can provide you
with the products and services you need, where you need them,
when you need them. But even though we are a global company,
we are deeply committed to understanding and meeting the
unique needs of local markets, customs and customers.

THE POWER OF HIGH-PURITY SILICON, DELIVERED
For more than 40 years, Hemlock Semiconductor (HSC),
a majority-owned Dow Corning Corporation joint
venture, has been an industry leader, providing customers

60+ YEARS OF TURNING INNOVATION INTO ACTION
To more quickly provide optimal solutions to our customers,
we are leveraging our expertise from diverse industries,
including Electronics and Construction, among others.
Building on more than six decades of experience in applying
silicone-based technology, we are fine-tuning proven solutions
to meet the specific needs of our solar customers, even as we

with a consistent, reliable supply of high-purity polysilicon
manufactured to semiconductor quality standards. To
further the growth and success of your business, HSC
can meet your feedstock needs and provide you with
application engineering expertise to help address your
current product and process challenges, and identify ways
to improve performance and lower cost of ownership over
the long term.

develop new solutions unique to the solar industry.
We are proud that our long history of innovation is focused
on turning innovation into action to advance the goals of our
customers around the world and enhance the lives of countless
people. We bring that same commitment to turn innovation
into action for you.

COMMITTED TO SOLAR TODAY AND TOMORROW
Here are a few examples of how we are investing to make solar
shine bright today and even brighter tomorrow:
■

Invested more than US $4.5 billion in polycrystalline silicon
capacity through Hemlock Semiconductor (HSC)

■

Expanded our manufacturing facilities for solar-grade silicon
in Brazil to increase feedstock availability

■

Significantly increased our R&D and commercial resources

■

Opened the Americas Solar Solutions Application Center in
Freeland, Michigan, USA, and planning centers in Europe
and Asia

■

Investing in silane production to satisfy the growing demand
of the solar thin film industry
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DEDICATED SUPPORT

“

Silicon-based materials have a perfect fit with
solar application requirements – and we are fully
committed to unleash the power of silicon chemistry
to help our customers bring solar energy to everyone,
everywhere. We have assembled a team of experts
dedicated to fulfilling this vision – people with a deep
understanding of silicon chemistry and the unique
needs of the solar industry.”

CONVENIENT SERVICE AND SUPPORT
We know convenience and speed are extremely important to you.
That’s why we offer the web-based Premier Partner Network for
Dow Corning Solar Solutions. You’ll have easy access 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, to our full range of products for solar applications,
including encapsulants, coatings, potting agents and next generation
PV materials. Order on line anytime. Track orders and billing.
Download critical documents. Get the information you want fast.
Premier Partner Network is the safe, convenient way to get the
products and documents you need in just a few clicks – one more
example of what we’re doing to help you meet your goals for speed
and cost-competitiveness in the rapidly developing PV market.

www.dowcorning.com/premier
Of course, personalized technical product and process development
support from a Dow Corning expert is only a phone call away.

DOW CORNING PEOPLE
We’re here to help. To help you with your most pressing needs,
and to help develop solutions to one of the world’s most pressing
needs – affordable, renewable energy. Our team is passionate about
our work, just as you are. We are passionate about the power of silicon
chemistry to provide innovative, practical solutions for the solar
industry and passionate about working with you to bring solar
solutions to people worldwide.

CONTACT DOW CORNING
Dow Corning has sales offices and manufacturing sites, as well
as science and technology laboratories, around the globe. For
more information, please visit www.dowcorning.com/solar
or call one of our primary locations listed below.

YOUR GLOBAL CONNECTION
Americas +1 989 496 6000
Europe +49 0611 237 778
Asia +86 21 3774 7110
solar.solutions@dowcorning.com
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LIMITED WARRANTY INFORMATION – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
The information contained herein is offered in good faith and is believed to be accurate. However, because
conditions and methods of use of our products are beyond our control, this information
should not be used in substitution for customer’s tests to ensure that Dow Corning’s products are
safe, effective, and fully satisfactory for the intended end use. Suggestions of use shall not be taken as
inducements to infringe any patent.
Dow Corning’s sole warranty is that the product will meet the Dow Corning sales
specifications in effect at the time of shipment.
Your exclusive remedy for breach of such warranty is limited to refund of purchase price or replacement
of any product shown to be other than as warranted.
DOW CORNING SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY.
DOW CORNING DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES.
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